Staff Digital Resources & Support

MyKaty Cloud

MyKaty Cloud is the location for staff to begin their work.

1. Instructions for MyKaty Cloud
2. Enable WebPass - important step to ensure you are authenticated to other applications
3. District Password FAQs - if you need assistance with your Password

Need Help?
Go to MyKaty Cloud (see above) and search for “Knowledge Base” to find instructions or search for “Help Desk” to enter a TSC Help Desk Ticket.

Classroom Technology Designers are ready to assist. Refer to the list of Classroom Technology Designers

Main Platforms for Students & Teachers

Canvas is a learning platform for students and teachers (discussions, quizzes, assignments, etc.)

Teaching Online Spring 2020 self-enroll link [https://katyisd.instructure.com/enroll/9GB7CN](https://katyisd.instructure.com/enroll/9GB7CN)

SeeSaw (optional for Elementary) a learning platform for our youngest students where students can show and record their work. Apps are available for IOS and Android devices.

Seesaw Getting Started eCourse Self Enroll Link [https://katyisd.instructure.com/enroll/43PLWC](https://katyisd.instructure.com/enroll/43PLWC)

Platforms Teachers can use to Record (asynchronous) and Display Live (synchronous) Lessons:

- Smart Notebook
- SMART Notebook Install at home
- Zoom
- Screencastify
- Record Audio over PowerPoint
- Canvas Recorder
- Microsoft Teams
- Adobe Connect

Teachers Needing a Device

If you need a laptop, complete this form